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Glori fy God. Ful fi l l  the Great Commission.  

 

July 27, 2023 
 
To the CORE OF LEADERS of 
Kamuning Bible Christian Fellowship 
 
Building Project Update- Embracing God's Purpose and Plan 
 
[Kamuning, Quezon City | 25 July 2023] - With unwavering faith and the firm belief that God has 
a purpose and plan for KBCF, we want the Core of Leaders to know that despite facing certain 
delays, our Church Building Project will indeed proceed. While the timeline remains indefinite, 
we want to assure you and the members of our congregation that we are committed to its 
realization, guided by God's divine guidance.  
 
Throughout the years, there have been several dedicated efforts to pursue and commence the 
construction of our new building facility, but has been delayed due to unavoidable 
circumstances. As stewards of God’s resources, the funds generously donated by our faithful 
members and supportive community are still intact and reserved solely for this sacred endeavor.  
 
In times of uncertainty, we find solace in the knowledge that every step of this project is under 
the watchful eye of the Almighty. As we reconstitute the Steering Team led by our Head Pastor, 
the Church Council and some expert advisers, we humbly seek divine wisdom and 
understanding, knowing that it is through His guidance that we can make the right decisions and 
achieve our goals.  
 
The journey of constructing this sacred space is not merely a physical endeavor; it is a spiritual 
one as well. We acknowledge that God's hand is at work, shaping this project to fulfill His greater 
purpose for our congregation and the community we serve. Through prayer and reflection, we 
will diligently revisit and refine the existing plans, seeking to align them with God's vision for our 
church, and the resources He will provide. We trust that He will inspire every committee 
member and volunteer to make decisions that resonate with the values of love, family, and 
service that define KBCF.  
 
As we move forward, we invite the COL and the congregation to join us in prayer, seeking God's 
blessing and guidance throughout this process. Together, let us embrace His plan, knowing that 
in His perfect timing, this building will be a testament to His grace and an instrument of spiritual 
growth for all who step through its doors.  
 
We extend our heartfelt gratitude to all those who sacrificially gave and devotedly contributes to 
the project thus far. Your dedication and faithfulness are a testament to the strength of our 
church family. Thank you for bearing with us as we move forward on this journey of faith and 
progress, hand in hand with God's divine purpose. 
 
In Christ, 
  
         
Ptr. Ronel Rubrica      Third Fermin 
KBCF Head Pastor      KBCF Council Chairman 


